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Introduction
By Don Hobbs, BSI (“Inspector Lestrade”)

In recent years, one could build a virtual mountain out of
the amount of material devoted to the world’s first
consulting detective.

Every type of medium imaginable has seen a great
proliferation - movies, video games, television series, comic
books, pastiches, and even Canonical Pop-Up books
number themselves among other reissued variations of the
Canon. As one can deduce, not everything available is a
must-have piece of Sherlockiana, not even close. On the
other hand, a few items are as fresh as a newly fallen snow,
and still fewer of those actually make one’s pride swell
simply for owning them.

Baker Street Elementary is one of those rare treats, taking
all of the familiar Sherlockian characters and presenting
then in a completely original manner.

This marvelous creation, the brainchild of Joe Fay (creator
& writer), Steve Mason (writer & editor), and Rusty Mason
(illustrator), features Holmes and Watson during their
formative years at that long-ago elementary school that
might have been…somewhere on Baker Street. The magic
this trio produces is evident in every panel of every strip of
Baker Street Elementary. There is nothing close to South
Park envy here, in fact many of the South Park residents
most likely wish they could attend Baker Street
Elementary.

The exploits of Holmes and Watson are here for the reader’s
enjoyment, demanding that one read the strips with one eye
towards the Canon and one tongue planted firmly in cheek.
Peppered with other well-known characters like Lestrade,
Mycroft, and Stamford, (and with plans to introduce the
female characters from the Canon who attend a sister
school), the panels are funny, but also show a deep, intimate,
working knowledge of, and a healthy respect for, the Canon
of Sherlock Holmes stories. The pawky humor is wry and
thought-provoking.

Those familiar with the newsletter of Dallas’ Sherlock
Holmes society, The Crew of the Barque Lone Star, will
know that Baker Street Elementary adorns the back page of
each issue. The strip has also been regularly syndicated, or
guest-starred, in other Sherlockian society newsletters, such
as the Sound of the Baskervilles. Irregular appearances of
new strips entreat the society members with randomly-
released episodes between the monthly newsletters.
Basically, whenever Joe, Steve, and Rusty can fit this labor
of love into their already-hectic lives.

Here, for the first time, is a collection of every strip of
Baker Street Elementary. See for yourself what those lucky
Dallas Sherlockians have known for a long time: Dallas has
more to offer than football, oil, and cattle. It has a first rate
Sherlockian comic strip, with a growing fan base.

Enjoy!
Flower Mound, Texas, Dec. 2015



John Watson 
John Watson is the central character of the strip, chronicling the life and times in an elementary school.  He arrives at Baker Street Elementary as 

a new student, and quickly becomes friends with Sherlock Holmes.  While many may believe he has a hero-worship fixation on Holmes, most will 
agree Watson simply displays traits of future boy scouts:  loyalty, trustworthiness, friendship, bravery, and obedience. 

Watson is normally optimistic in everyday life, but is constantly frustrated with some of the outlandish antics of his friend. Watson often gives 
Holmes advice after listening to his various insecurities and concerns. Similarly, Holmes generally observes Watson’s faults, including his odd quirks. 
They are also together in an allegiance over a common enemy: Moriarty, the school bully. 

Sherlock Holmes 
Sherlock Holmes is considered very self-confident when it comes to his ability to solve mysteries around the school.  He is pessimistic toward 

authority within the school.  Holmes seems to need an admiring audience to acknowledge his amazing feats of deductive skills.
He tends to aggravate the teachers with his ability to point out their weaknesses, and is frequently in trouble for disrupting class.  While he does 

not have a fear or hatred of girls his own age, it is apparent he is distrustful of them, and sees them as more trouble than good (although he may have 
a secret crush on one girl, Irene).

His friend, Watson, describes Holmes as:  uninterested in Literature, Philosophy, Astronomy, and Politics; interested in Poisons, Chemistry, and 
Criminal tales; constantly is memorizing features of anatomy.

Stamford
Stamford introduces his friend, Holmes, to Watson, when Watson first appears at the new school. 
Stamford is known noted for his habit of profoundly misunderstanding basic concepts and ideas that most people would consider obvious.  
He also ignores any advice on school work.  
Stamford consistently earns the lowest grades in class, which he wears as a badge of honor (“someone has do it”).  As with Watson, Stamford is 

fiercely loyal to his friends, and more than average in the school sports.

Arthur “Ignatius” Doyle
Doyle, a friend to both Holmes and Watson, is one of the star athletes within the school.  
Physically larger than all other students, his pranks and challenge of authority constantly keep him in detention, but his good nature and 

chivalrous attitude toward girls and weaker boys, keeps in him good stead with his peers.  
Ignatius is an avid reader, and believes his future is involved in letters, although medical school would be more realistic. 
He believes in ghosts, spirits, and other supernatural events, and tries to convince others to also believe.

Irene Adler
Irene (pronounced eye-REE-nee) was born to a middle-class family in New Jersey.  During her 10th year, she was provided a chance to travel to 

England to study abroad at the Grey Coat Hospital.
She participates in the girl’s choir, as well as lead roles in many of the school’s dramas, favoring disguises and costumes to change her identity at 

will.  While having unconventional habits, Irene believes she can determine her own future, not having to rely on the kindness of gentlemen around 
her. 

Most boys who have the good fortune to cross her path would suggest Irene had "the face of the most beautiful of girls, and the mind of the most 
resolute of boys.“
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